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Finite groups acting on rings by automorphisms, and group-graded rings are 
instances of Hopf algebras H acting on H-module algebras A. We study such 
actions. Let AH = { 0 E A ) h. o = I a, all h E H}, the ring of H-invariants, and form 
the smash product A# H. We study the ring extensions A” c A c A #H. We prove 
a Maschke-type theorem for A # H-modules. We form an associated Morita context 
[A”, A, A, A#H] and use these to get connections between the various rings. 
(‘8 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The analogy between rings graded by a finite group G, and rings on 
which G acts as automorphisms, has been noticed in [4,9, 161. This 
analogy gave rise to a duality theorem, which was used to study group- 
graded rings [8]. 
The unifying approach to group actions and group gradings was pointed 
out by G. Bergman in [4] and was actually known to experts in Hopf 
algebras all along [4, 191. Namely, both are instances of finite-dimensional 
Hopf algebras H, acting on H-module algebras. In this paper, we study cer- 
tain aspects of such Hopf algebra actions. The duality theorem mentioned 
above has already been generalized by Blattner and Montgomery to finite- 
dimensional and certain infinite dimensional Hopf algebras [IS]. 
Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field k and let A be an 
H-module algebra. We consider the smash product A # H which is a ring 
extension of A, and which for group actions is familiar as the skew group 
algebra A*G. On the other hand we consider the subring of H-invariants of 
A, that is, AH = (a~ A 1 h. u = E(A) a, all h E H}. For group actions this is 
* Part of this work was done while the author stayed on sabattical at USC, and she wishes 
to thank the Mathematics Department for its hospitality. 
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the fixed ring AG, and for group gradings this is the identity component A 1. 
We study connections between 
AHcAcA#H. 
An important property of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras that is used 
heavily in this paper is the existence of a left integral [ 11, 181. That is, an 
element x E H, so that 
hx = &(h)X for all h E H. 
The integral is the generalization of the important element CytG g in 
H = kG, or of p, in H = (kc)*. For infinite groups, if H is the “coordinate” 
ring of a compact Lie group, the integral is the space spanned by a left 
Haar integral (this is the origin of the name). 
The integral gives us, among the rest, a way to relate A and AH. Namely 
if x is an integral then x. A c AH. If in addition x = e is an idempotent 
(which is shown to be equivalent to H being semisimple), then we get 
results familiar in group actions [17] and group gradings [S], namely: 
AH=e.A, 
e(A#H)e=eA”=A”e=A”. 
In Section 1 we prove a Maschke-type theorem, which generalizes 
[S, 171. We show [Theorem 41 that when H is finite-dimensional and 
semisimple, then A # H is A-projective (as defined in [ 15, p. 2731). That is 
to say, if V is an A # H-module, and W is an A # H-submodule of V which 
is an A-direct summand, then W is an A #H-direct summand. 
We digress to point out a known fact, that semisimplicity of H really 
means much more; it actually implies separability. In [Theorem 71 we 
exhibit a separability idempotent for H. 
In Section 2 we form a Morita context under the assumption that the 
integral is fixed under the antipode S (such is the case for kG and (kc)*). 
The context is similar to the one used in [6-81. If A #H is semiprime, then 
using the above context, one can easily show that every one-sided H- 
invariant ideal of A intersects AH nontrivially. This is equivalent to the 
form ( , ) in the Morita context to be nondegenerate. It yields connections 
between A and AH. Fisher and Montgomery [lo] have shown A # kG = 
A*G to be semiprime when A is semiprime and ICI-torsion free. Cohen and 
Montgomery [8] have shown A# (kG)* to be semiprime when A is 
graded-semiprime. In both of the above, the Hopf algebra is semisimple. 
Thus we suggest he following: 
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QUESTION. If H is a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra and A is 
semiprime is A# H semiprime? 
Using the Maschke theorem for group actions Passman [ 171 has given 
an alternate proof of Fisher and Montgomery’s result. In a similar fashion 
we use the generalized Maschke theorem of Section 1 to give a positive 
answer to the question mentioned above when A is also assumed to be 
Artinian [Theorem 63. 
We continue to study the context when A is assumed to be a faithful 
A #H-module. When H = kG and G is X-outer on A then A is a faithful 
A# H-module [ 121. When H = (kG)* and A is strongly G-graded then A is 
a faithful A # H-module. For general finite-dimensional Hopf algebras with 
an S-fixed integral we show in [Theorem 141 that A# H is prime if and 
only if A is A# H-faithful and A” is prime. Faithfulness implies that ( , ) is 
nondegenerate and that both [A, A] and (A, A) are essential ideals of 
A#H and A”, respectively [Proposition 131. It further implies that 
N(A #H) = 0 iff N( A”) = 0, where N( *) is one of the following radicals: 
lower, locally nilpotent, Jacobson, or nil. Also, A” is primitive iff A# H is 
primitive [Proposition 151. If A# H is simple then A”, is primitive and 
(A, A) is the intersection of all nonzero ideals of AH. 
We close by considering Morita equivalence between A” and A# H. We 
show that if H is a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra then A# H 
is Morita equivalent to A H in any of the following: (1) A # H is simple or 
(2) A is semisimple Artinian and A #H-faithful (Theorem 17). 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
We give a brief account of some definitions and properties, for readers, 
unfamiliar with Hopf algebras. The basic references are Sweedler’s book 
[19] and Abe’s book [l]. 
Let H be a Hopf algebra over a field k. That is, H is an algebra with 
identity l,, and a coalgebra over k, with: 
comultiplication A: H-+H@H, 
counit E: H+k, 
antipode S: H-+H. 
We shall use the so-called “sigma notation” [ 19, p. 111. That is, 
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for n > 1, where A, = A and A,, i = (A 0 id”) 0 A,,. By coassociativity, 
A n+l=(idk@A@id”-k)oAn for O<k<n. In particular, A(h)= 
&) h, Oh,. Let us list some properties of the above maps. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
heH, 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
A, E are algebra homomorphisms, 
for each h E H, h = &,)E(h,) h, = &) hl.$hZ), 
C19, PP. 73, 741 CchjS(hl) h2=CchJhlS(hz)=4h) 1, for all 
S is an algebra antihomomorphism, 
E(S(h)) = E(h), for all h E H, 
A(S(h)) = J&) S(h,) 0 S(h,), for all h E H, 
if S-’ exists then S-’ satisfies [19, p. 801: 
as-‘(h,)h,=~h,S~‘(h,)=~(h)l, forallhEH, 
(h) 
S-’ is an antihomomorphism, 
E(S-l(h)) = E(h) for all h E H, 
A(SP’(h))=&,SP’(h,)OS-‘(h,). 
It is property (7) of S -’ which will enable us to get various left-right 
actions [e.g., lemmas 1 and 91. 
Now let A be a k-algebra with identity 1,. A is called an H-module 
algebra if: 
hsa. (i) A 
is an H-module. Where we denote the action of H on A by 
(ii) h.(ab)=&, (h, .a)(h,.b). 
(iii) h. 1, =E(h) 1,. 
Given a Hopf algebra H and an H-module algebra A, one can form the 
smash product A #H [ 19, p. 1551 which is a k-algebra defined as follows: 
(a) as a vector space, A # H is A @ H. Elements a @ h will be written a # h, 
or when no ambiguity arises, as ah (aE A, h E H). (b) Multiplication is 
defined by 
(a#h)(b#g)=~a(h,~b)#h,g. 
(h) 
It is easy to verify that 1 A # 1 H is the multiplicative unit of A #H, and that 
A+A#Hviaa-+a#l,and H+A#Hviah+l,#h.Also, A#Hisa 
free left A-module. 
A third algebra that arises is the A-subalgebra AH of H-invariants. That 
is, AH={a~AIh.a=&(h)afor all hEH}. We thus have: AHcAcA#H. 
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As mentioned in the Introduction, the above are generalizations of the 
following examples which were studied extensively in recent years. 
EXAMPLE 1. G is a finite group acting as automorphism on a k-algebra 
A. Then H=kG with A(g)=g@g, s(g)=l, S(g)=g-‘, for all gEG. 
Furthermore, g. a = ag. Note that g * (ab) = agbR = (g . a)( g. b) thus 
property (ii) of H-module algebras is satisfied and reflects the fact that g 
acts as an automorphism. Also, A #H = A * G, the skew group ring, and 
AH = AC, the fixed ring. 
EXAMPLE 2. G is a finite group, A is a G-graded k-algebra. Then as 
studied in [4,8] H = (kG)* = Hom,(kG, k) with dual basis 
b,Ip,(h)=bJ. Th e pn’s are orthogonal indempotents, 1 H = CgE G pn, 
~(J’g)=Chd’gh-‘@Pht E(Pg)=&,i, s(P,)=P,-1. For OEA Pg’a=a, 
(where A being G-graded implies a = CgcG uR). Note that 
pg ’ tub) = tub), = 1 uRh lb,= 1 (pRhm”u)(ph’b). 
hsG hsG 
Thus we see again that property (ii) of H-module algebras is satisfied and 
reflects the fact that A is G-graded. For graded algebras, A # (kG)* served 
theroleofA*G, and AH={u~A(ph~u=~(ph)u,forallh~H}={a~A~ 
p I . a = a} = A,, the identity component of A. 
EXAMPLE 3. L is a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra over k of 
characteristic p # 0, which acts as derivations on a k-algebra A. Then 
H = u(L), the universal enveloping algebra of L, with A(l) = 10 1 + 10 1, 
a(1) = 0, S(I) = -I, 1. a = I(u) for all IE L, a E A. Note again that 1. (ub) = 
/(ah) = l(u) h + al(h) = (I. a)( 1 . h) + (1 . a)(/. b), and thus property (ii) is 
satisfied and reflects the action. Here, AH = {a~ A 11. a = s(f) a for all 
IEL}={~EA/I(~)=O~~~~~~IEL}=A~. 
1. A MASCHKE-TYPE THEOREM FOR SMASH PRODUCTS 
When forming group rings or skew group rings, an element of central 
importance is t = C, E G g, it has the property that ht = th = I t for all 
h E kG. If JGJ -’ E A then a key theorem of Bergman and Isaccs [3] gave a 
connection between AC and A. Passman [17] gave an alternate proof of 
this and many other theorems about group actions by proving a 
“Maschke-type” theorem. He used a so called “averaging function” which 
arises from t, or better yet from e = t/lGl, an idempotent in kG. In [8] we 
noted that an element of similar importance in (kG)* is pi, where here 
481;100,2-5 
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again pgpl = 6,1p, = &(pg) p, for all pI: E (kc)*, and a “Maschke-type” 
theorem was proved. However, no “separability” assumption such as: 
(G( ~ ’ E A was necessary. 
What we encountered in these examples is a so called “integral.” When 
H is finite-dimensional one defines a left integral for H as an element x E H 
such that 
hx = e(h) x for all h E H, 
we write XE[, [19, p. 1031. 
Remark. the more general definition for infinite-dimensional Hopf 
algebras is related to H*, the dual of H, which in the finite dimensional 
case boils down to the above since (H*)* = H. Similarly, one can define a 
right integral, x E Jr if xh = s(h) x, for all h E H. Note that S(j,) c Jr and vice 
versa. 
In both the above examples the left and right integrals are equal. 
Furthermore, for t = C, E G g, c(t)= IG( #O iff IGI-‘ek, while e(p,)= 
1 #O. 
These exhibit the following general theorems: 
THEOREM* [19, p. 101, 1031. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf 
algebra then 
(1) j’, and s,. are l-dimensional. 
(2) H is semisimple as an algebra iff E({,) # 0 or E(J,) # 0. 
(3) S-l exists. 
Thus a major difference between kG and (kG)* lies in the fact that (kG)* 
is always semisimple regardless of characteristic. We shall use the integral 
in most of what follows. We start with a general lemma about A # H, true 
for any H as long as S-’ exists, it describes the way elements of A and H 
interact. Recall that a #h is denoted by ah. 
LEMMA l. Let A be an H-module algebra, let a E A, h E H. Then in A # H 
(1) ha=Cdh,~a)h2, 
(2) ah=C~,,h,(S~'(h,).a). 
Proof: (1) is just the way elements multiply. (2) &,) h,(S-‘(h,).a) = 
Cchjh2.(Sp’(hl)~a)h3 (by (1). and by 4h2)=hOh3)=Cchj 
C(h2S-‘(hl)).al h =Cchj(Ol).a) h C-v property 0.7)=a &p(hh 
= ah. 
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The next proposition is the essential step in the proof of Theorem 4. It is 
the generalization of the “averaging function.” It gives a way to induce 
A #H-module homomorphisms from A-module homomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and let 
x E jr. Let A be an H-module algebra and V, W be left A# H-modules. If 
i: V -+ W is an A-module homorphism, then 
xv-tw defined by u--t 1 ~(x,)~~(x,~u) 
(r) 
is an A # H-module homomorphism (where A(x) = &, xl @ x1). 
Proof: First we show that if g E H, u E V then I( g. u) = g. x(v). Since S 
is onto, g= S(h), thus 
g.&)=S(h).z S(x,).i(x,.u) 
=&;;(x,).iju,.u) 
=“k S(h,)S(x,).A(x,E(h,).u) (sinceh=xh,e(hZ)) 
(h).(.x) 
Now we will use the following maps to denote the various actions: 
p: (A#H)O I/-+ V, 
p’: (A#H)@ W+ W 
denote the A#H-module maps (i.e., p[(a#h)Ou)] =(a#h).u). And 
M: H 0 H + H, the multiplication map in H. Thus * can be rewritten as 
(where 0 means composition). However, CCxj,(hj x, h, @x,h, = A(xh,) = 
A(c(h 1) x), since x is a right integral. Thus 
1 x,h,Ox,hz@h3@u= 1 x,@x2@~(hl)hz@u 
(x).(h) (x).(h) 
=~x1C3x2@h@u. 
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Substituting the last expression back into (**) and applying the maps we 
have 
(**)=I S(x,).Il(x,S(h).u)=X(S(h).u) 
(xl 
=X(g.u) 
(a similar proof was used in [ 19, p. 1041). 
Next, we show that if a E A then a 9 x(“(u) =X(Q. u). Let us recall that ah = 
C(h) MS- WI) . a). Well, a. X(4 = C(.Y) aS(x,) 4x2. u) = C(JS(X,) 
W’(~(x*)) .a)1 .4x,. 0) (since A(S(x,)) = Cc,,, S(x,) 0 WI))= 
&,,Lvx1 xx* . a)] . 1(x, . v) = &X1 S(x,) . A[((xz . a) x3) u]; the last 
equality follows since x2. LIE A, and ,J is an A-module homomorphism. 
However, (~~.a) x3=x2a, thus the above equals CcI,S(x,).i(x,a.u)= 
&)S(X,) n(x,+z~u))=&z’u). 
We have proved the proposistion. 
LEMMA 3. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, then 
(1) lj’x~s, then xH=Hx=kx, and (x,} may be chosen to form a 
basis for H, where A(x) = C x, Ox,. 
(2) H is semisimple iff there exists e E i, (or Jr) so that e2 = e. 
(3) with e us in (2) g(e) = 1, S(e) = e, eh = he = E(h) e, hence 1,. = s, = 
eH=He=ke. 
Proof (1) if x E [I and h’, h E H then h’(xh) = (h’x) h = E(h’) xh hence 
xh ~1,. Since II is l-dimensional we have xh = LXX with c1 E k. Thus 
xH= Hx= kx. Now, let Ax= C xr OX, with {x,) linearly independent. 
We show it forms a basis for H, Let H* act on H by: h* -+ g = CCs) h*(g,) 
g, for all h* E H*, ge H, then by [lS, p. 3291 H* -+ (kx) = H. Thus let 
ge H, then there exist h* E H*, CI E k so that h* -+ CLX = g. That is 
&,, ah*(x2) x, = g. In other words, {x1 > span H. Thus form a basis for H. 
(2) By Theorem*, H is semisimple iff c(j,) # 0. Assume H is semisimple 
let x E s, and let e =X/E(X), then e2 = e. Conversely if e ES,, then e = ee = 
e(e) e (by definition of fl), hence E(e) = 1 # 0, thus H is semisimple. 
(3) Since H is semisimple artinian, and since j, is an ideal in H, f, = eH, 
where eh = he = E(h) e for all h E H. Since Jr and J, are l-dimensional and 
eEJ,nJ,, we get equality. 
Now, since S(s,) = j,, and since Jr = JI = ke we have S(e) = ie, 0 # 2 E k. 
However, since e is an idempotent his implies II = 1. 
We are ready to prove the Maschke theorem for A #H. 
THEOREM 4. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra. 
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Let A be an H-module algebra. Let V be a left A# H-module and W an 
A# H-submodule of V. If W is an A-direct summand of V then W is an 
A# H-direct summand of V. 
Proof: Let ,?: V+ W be the A-module projection map. Let e E j as in 
Lemma 3 with de = C e, 0 ez. Define 1 as in Proposition 2. That is, 
1: v+ w by: u+c S(e,).l(e,.o); 
Cc) 
then 1 is an A# H-module homomorphism, and all that remains to be 
checked is that 1 is a projection. Well, let w E W then e2. u’ E W hence 
A(e2. w) = e2 * NJ. Thus 
X(w)=CS(e,).(e,. 
(e) 
w)=(zS(e,)+).w 
= E(e). w = 1 . w = w. 
As a corollary we get 
COROLLARY 5. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra. 
Let V be an A# H-module. If V is completely reducible (projective) as an 
A-module, then V is completely reducible (resp. projective) as an A# H- 
module. 
Proof If W is an A# H-submodule of V, where V is a completely 
reducible A-module, then in particular, W is an A-submodule of V, hence 
an A-direct summand of V, thus by the theorem, W is an A #H-direct sum- 
mand of V. 
Comsequently, we have a positive answer to the question mentioned in 
the introduction about semiprimeness of A# H, when A is also assumed to 
be Artinian. 
THEOREM 6. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra, and 
let A be an H-module algebra. Jf A is semiprime Artinian then A# H is 
semiprime Artinian. 
Proof Every A #H module V is an A-module. Since A is semisimple 
Artinian, V is completely reducible as an A-module, hence by Corollary 5, 
V is completely reducible as an A# H-module. Thus A# H is semisimple 
Artinian. 
Let us digress to prove the following: 
THEOREM 7. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra then 
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H is a separable algebra with separability idempotent Ice, e, @ S(e,) (e as in 
Lemma 3 ). 
Proof: If K is any field extension of k, then H Qk K is a linite-dimen- 
sional Hopf algebra over K and eO 1 is an idempotent in the integral of 
H@ K, hence H@ K is semisimple. We shall prove that CC,, e, 0 S(e,) is a 
separability idempotent for H. That is, we show that for every h E H, 
Che,QS(e,)=Ce,QS(e,)h. 
zhe,@S(e,)=‘ek h,e,@S(e,)&(hJ 
Cc) (d,(h) 
= 1 hle~QS(e2)W2)h3 
(p),(h) 
= [Z@Mo(S@id)][h,e,@h,e,@h,]. (1) 
However 
1 h,el@hze,@h,= c d(h,e)@h*. 
fh).(e) (h)>(~) 
Since eel, this equals CChj d(e)@E(h,)h2 which equals d(e)Oh. Hence 
(1) equals: 
[Z@Mo(S@id)] xe,@e,@h =Ce,@S(e,)h. 
(e) 1 (e) 
2. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN A“ AND A# H VIA A MORITA CONTEXT 
Let H be a Hopf algebra, and A, AH as in the previous sections. It is easy 
to see that AH centralizes H in A #H. For if a E A”, h E H then ha = 
~~h)(hl.a)h,=C&(hl)ah,=aC&(h,)hZ=ah.IfxES,,thenx.AcAHfor 
h~(x.a)=(hx).a=(c(h)x).a=E(h)(x.a) for all hEH, aEA, 
that is, x.aEAH. If ee! then the connection is even stronger. 
LEMMA 8. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra with 
ec j. Then 
(1) e.A=AH 
(2) e(A#H)e=eAHzAA (zz as rings). 
Proof: (1) Let aeAH, then e.a=c(e) a= la=a hence AHce.A, the 
reverse inclusion was discussed above. 
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(2) Let ahEA#H, then 
eahe=eas(h)e=.s(h)C (e,.a)e,e 
(4 
= I 1 (e, . a) E(eZ) e = E(h) C (c(eq) e, . a) e 
(e) (e) 
=.5(h)(e.u)eEAHe=eAH. 
Thus e(A#H) e=eA”, the reverse inclusion is obvious. Let a E AH, then 
4: A “+eA” via a -+ eu is bijective. It is a ring homomorphism since 
eu = ue. 
The following lemma is true for any Hopf algebra with bijective 
antipode, in particular for finite-dimensional ones. 
LEMMA 9. Let H be a Hopf algebra with a bijective antipode. Let A be 
an H-module algebra, then A is a right and a left A# H-module via: 
(1) uh+b=u(h.b) (2) beuh=S-‘(h).(bu)fbr all a, bEA, hEH. 
Both actions when restricted to A are the usual product in A. 
Proof. The left action (1) was discussed in [ 19, p. 2031. To prove (2) 
we show associativity, the rest is obvious. Let a, b, c E A, h, g E: H we 
show that b t (uhcg) = (b c ah) t cg. Since uhcg = 1 u(h, . c) hzg we have, 
b+ (ah) = Z/o S-‘(h,g). [bu(h,.c)] = S-‘(g).& S-‘(h,). 
[bu(h,.c)]. However, d(S-‘(h,)=C S -‘(hj)@SP1(hZ), hence 
b+(uhcg)=S-‘(g).z [S-‘(h,).(bu)][S-‘(h,).(h,.c)] 
(h) 
=S-‘k).c Cs~‘(h,).(ba)l(&(h,).c) 
(h) 
( 
by property 0.7 1 S-‘(h,) h, = E(h,) 
(h) > 
=S-‘(g).c [.z(hI) S-‘(h,).(bu)] c 
(h) 
= S-‘(g). ([S-l(,.,,,,h,).(ha)lc) 
=S-‘(g).((S-‘(h).(bu)] c) 
=S-‘(g).([b+uh]c)=(bcuh)tcg, 
and we are done. 
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We proceed to form a Morita context that incorporates the various ring 
extensions. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, by Lemma 9, A is a 
right and a left A #H-module. It is also certainly a right and a left AH- 
module via right and left multiplication. We may thus consider the two 
bimodules: ADA A # H and A#HAA~. To see that they are bimodules use the 
fact that if aEAH, beA, heH then h.(ab)=a(h.6) and h~(ba)=(h.6)a. 
This is true since 
h . (ab) = c (h, . a)(h, . b) 
(h) 
The other equality follows similarly. Let x E s, of H and define 
[, ]:A@A+A#Hby[u,b]=uxb, 
AH 
( , ):A @ A+AHby(u,b)=x.(ub) for all a, b E A. 
A#H 
We say that H has an S-fixed integral if there exists XEJ/ so that 
S(x) =x. This immediately implies of course that I,= lr since S(l,) = fr. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with an 
S-fixed integral. Then [AH, AHAA#H, A#HAA~, A# H] forms a Moritu 
context. 
Proof: To satisfy the conditions for a Morita context [2], one must 
show that [ , ] is an A# H-bimodule map which is middle AH-linear, that 
( , ) is an AN-bimodule map which is middle A# H-linear and that the 
“associativity” hold. To check the maps, by additivity it will suffice to 
check them on generators. We first consider [ , 1. It is clearly middle AH- 
linear since x commutes with elements of AH. Now say that ch E A #H, 
a, b E A. Then ch[u, b] = chuxb = c CChj(h, . a) h,xb = cC(h, a) E(hZ) xb = 
c[CCh,h,&(h2).a] xb=c(h.a) xb=(ch+u) xb=[ch+u,b]. (h,x= 
E(hZ) x since XE~[). To show that [a, b] ch = [a, b t ch] we use the 
following: 
For all me A, he H, xmh=x(S-‘(h).m). 
To see this, recall that by Lemma 1, mh = CChI h,(S-‘(h,). m), thus, xmh = 
~C(~)h~(S-‘(h)-m) = C(h)xMSpl(hl)~m) = C(h)~~(hZ)(S-l(hl).m) = 
x(S-‘(C(,)~(h~)h~).m) = x(S-‘(h). 1 m as claimed. Thus, [a, b] ch = 
uxbch = ax(S-l(h). (bc)) = ax(bc ch) = [a, bc ch]. Now for ( , ). To 
show it is an A”-bimodule map recall that we have shown that h. (ub) = 
a(h.b) and h.(bu)=(h.b)u for all UGA~, bEA, hEH. Now to see it is 
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middle A # H-linear, let a,bEA, chEA#H. (a t ch, b) = x. 
((S-‘(h).(ac)) b) = x~C&S-~(~Z)~(~C)) 4hl) b=x~CchJSp1(h3)* (ac)) 
(S-‘(h,) h,.b) = byO.10 = ~.&,)S~~(h~).(ac(h,.b)) = CChjxSpl(hz). 
(ac(h, . b)) by 0.9 = &,) xE(hZ). (ac(h, . 6)) = x. (ac(CCh, E(h2) h,) . b) = 
x * (ac(h . b)) = (a, ch + 6). Finally we show that “associativity” conditions. 
Say that a, b, c E A we need: (a, b) c = a c [b, c] and [a, b] -+ c = a(b, c). 
Now a c [b, c] = a c (bxc) = (a c bx) t c (by Proposition 9), hence the 
last expression equals (S-‘(x).(ab)) c= (x.(ab)) c (since S-‘(x)=x) but 
this =(a, b) c. Finally, [a, b] + c = (axb) + c = (ax) + (bc) = ax. 
(bc) = a( b, c). 
We now consider nondegeneracy of the forms. A form f on A x A is non- 
degenerate if ,f(a, A) = 0 of f( A, a) = 0 imply a = 0. 
Remark. [ , ] is nondegenerate. For let 0 # a E A, then [a, l] = ax # 0, 
since A # H is a free left A-module. Now to see that [ 1, a] = xa # 0, recall 
that xa = &)(x, . a) x2 and that (x, } span H (Lemma 3). Thus, xa = 0 
implies x, . a = 0 for all x, (the x2’s can be chosen to be linearly indepen- 
dent), but then this implies in particular 1 a = 0, a contradiction. 
However, ( , ) could very well fail to do so. For example, when H = kG 
(a, b) = trace (ab) which can vanish. The result of Bergman and Isaacs [3] 
can be restated as follows: if A is semiprime without \GI-torsion then ( , ) 
is nondegenerate. Similarly, for group graded rings, it was shown by Cohen 
and Rowen [9] that if A is graded semiprime then ( , ) is nondegenerate. 
Note that nondegeneracy of ( , ) implies that every H-invariant right (left) 
ideal of A interseets AH nontrivially. However, semiprimeness of A# H 
insures nondegeneracy of ( , ) as seen below. For H = kG, it was first 
observed by Montgomery [12]. In what follows we state results that were 
proved in [7] for H = kG. The proofs are similar, we include them for com- 
pleteness. 
THEOREM 11. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with an S-fixed 
integeral. [f A# H is semiprime, then 
(1) ( , ) is nondegenerate, 
(2) AH is semiprime. 
Proof: (1) Assume (a,A)=O, then [A,A][A,a] = [A,a+ [A,a]J = 
[A, (a, A) a] = 0. However, [A, a] is a left ideal of A# H, a semiprime 
ring, implying [A, a] = 0. By nondegeneracy of [ , 1, a = 0. Similarly 
(A, a) = 0 implies a = 0. 
(2) By [2, Corollary 231, [A, N(AH) A] c N(A# H) = 0, where N(*) 
is the lower nil radical. Hence N(AH) = 0. 
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COROLLARY 12. If H is a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra 
and A is semisimple Artinian then AH is semisimple Artinian. 
Proof: By Theorem 6, A# H is semiprime and Artinian, thus by 
theorem 11 so is AH. (Another way to see that is to use e E j, e2 = e. For 
A #H semisimple Artinian implies e(A #H) e is semisimple Artinian, but 
e(A#H) ezA”). 
Next we consider faithful A# H actions. Let IR( )(rR( )) denote left 
(right) annihilators, and Ann,( R V) denote the annihilator in R of a left R- 
module V. It is easy to see that l,,,[A, A]=AnnA,H(A,HA) for 0= 
s[A,A] iff O=[s-+A,A] iff s+A=O, the form [, ] being non- 
degenerate. Similarly, r,,,[A, A] = Ann,,,(A,,,). We do not know 
whether faithfulness on one side implies the other (it is true for group 
actions [7 Corollary 1.93). However, when ( , ) is nondegenerate they are 
equal.Forthens.A=Oimplies(A,s.A)=O.ButO=(A,s.A)=(A.s,A), 
hence A . s = 0. It is obvious that A is a faithful left and right AH-module. 
PROPOSITION 13. If A is a faithful left and right A #H-module then 
(1) ‘a#H[A, Al =l.4,, [A, A] = 0, in particular [A, A] is an essen- 
tial right (left) ideal of A # H. 
(2) ( , ) is nondegenerate. 
(3) r,(A, A) = l,(A, A) = 0, in particular (A, A) is an essential right 
(left) ideal of AH. 
Proof (1) follows since annihilators of [A, A] are annihilators of the 
A #H module A which are 0 by faithfulness. 
(2) If (a,A)=O for some aEA, then O=A(a,A)=[A,a]-+A. 
Hence by faithfulness [A, a] = 0, thus a = 0. 
(3) If a(A, A) = 0 then 0 = a(A, A) = [a, A] -+ A hence faithfulness 
implies a = 0. 
THEOREM 14. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with an S-fixed 
integral. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) A#H is a prime ring. 
(2) A is a left- and right-faithful A #H-module and AH is a prime ring. 
Proof We apply [14, Proposition 31. It states for a general Morita 
context (R, V, IV, S) with R # 0, Sf 0 that the ring C= (b ,“) is prime iff 
(a) R is a prime ring 
(b) (I’.s, W)=O, s~S*s=0, 
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(c) (V, w)=O, WE w-w=o, 
(d) (v, W)=O, UE V*u=O. 
Furthermore, if C is prime then S is a prime ring. 
(2)*(l) Let R=AN, S=A#H, V= A, W= A. Then (a) holds; 
S-faithfulness implies by proposition 13 that ( , ) is nondegenerate hence 
(b), (c), (d) hold and thus S= A#H is prime. 
(1) * (2) Reverse the Morita context so R = A #H, S = AN and the map 
( , ) is our previous [ , 1. Then (a) holds, A is S-faithful and ( , ) is non- 
degenerate hence (b), (c), (d) hold thus S= AH is prime. As to A# H- 
faithfulness. Well, Ann,,,(,,,,A) = l,+,([A, A]), however, [A, A] is an 
ideal in a prime ring, thus I, #H ([A, A]) =O. That is, A is faithful left 
A#H-module. Similarly, A is a faithful right A#H-module. Note that the 
above conditions are equivalent to the fact that the matrix ring (5’ A 2 ,,) is 
a prime ring. We record another consequence of faithfulness which is a 
direct consequence of [2]. 
PROPOSITION 15. If A is u kft and right faithful A # H-module, then 
(1) N(A # H) = 0 iff N(AH) = 0, where N(*) is one of the following 
radicals: lower, locally nilpotent, Jacobson, or nil. 
(2) A H is primitive iff A# H is primitive. 
If we assume that A# H is simple then some more can be said. Simplicity 
of A# H was discussed by McConnell and Sweedler for commutative 
A [ 131. 
THEOREM 16. Zf H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with an S-fixed 
integral and A # H is simple, then 
(1) [ , ] is onto A # H and A is left and right A # H-faithful. 
(2) AH is primitive. 
(3) (A, A) is the intersection of all nonzero ideals of AH, hence a 
simple ring, essential as a right (or left) ideal of AH. 
Proof. (1) [A, A] is an ideal of A#H, hence [A,A]=A#H, that is 
[ , ] is onto. Since annihilators of A as an A# H module correspond to 
annihilators of [A, A] they must be 0. That is, A is A# H-faithful. 
(2) Follows from Proposition 15. 
(3) Let I be an ideal of AH, then 
II (A, A) Z(A, A) = (A, AZ(A, A)) = (A, [AZ, A] --) A). 
However, [AZ, A] is an ideal of A # H hence equals A # H, in particular it 
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contains 1. SO I=, (A, 1 + A) = (A, A). Since A is A # H-faithful the essen- 
tiality of (A, A) follows from Proposition 13. 
If we assume 41 is semisimple then still a stronger result holds. The rings 
A* and A #H are Morita equivalent if both ( , ) and [ , ] are onto. If H 
is semisimple then e E 1 is S-fixed (Lemma 3), and e. A = AH (Lemma 8), 
hence ( , ) is onto. 
THEOREM 17. Zf H is a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra, then 
A # H is Morita equivalent o AH in both: 
(1) A#H is simple. 
(2) A is a semisimple Artinian ring which is left (or right) A# H- 
faithful. 
ProoJ: (1) as noted above both ( , ) and [ , ] are onto. 
(2) by Theorem 6, A# H is semisimple Artinian. One-sided 
faithfulness implies as in Proposition 13 that [A, A] is an essential ideal of 
A. However, semisimple Artinian rings have no nontrivial essential ideals, 
thus [A, A] = A# H, that is also [ , ] is onto. 
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